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REZUMAT. Dată fiind complexitatea unui sistem de iluminat, cu multitudinea de factori care intervin, este puţin probabil ca
un demers nesistematic să conducă la soluţia optimă din punct de vedere economic. Din această cauză, deschiderea unei
perspective iniţiale, cât mai largi, asupra soluţiilor în ofertă şi conturarea unei metodologii de urmat pentru selectarea
soluţiei optime, din punct de vedere economic reprezintă cerinţe esenţiale ale proiectării sistemelor de iluminat interior.
Cuvinte cheie: corp de iluminat, etapa de predeterminare, soluţii in ofertă, soluţii tehnic posibile.
ABSTRACT. Given the complexity of a lighting system, with many involved factors, it is unlikely that an unsystematically
approach could led to the economically optimal solution. For this
this reason, opening an initial as large perspective on the
solutions in offer (SO) and shaping a selecting methodology for the optimal solution, from the economical point of view,
represent the essential requirement of the actual indoor lighting design.
Keywords:
Keywords: luminaire, predetermination phase, solutions in offer, possible technical solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION
The lighting systems designers increasingly broad
access to use the computers, the alignment to the
international standards and collaboration between
different companies have led to the raising requirements
in the lighting field, such as the computer-aided design
has become an integral part of achieving the lighting
systems.
The luminaires choosing is one of the most
important and complex problems, which requires
following the phases of the analysis offer and to
checking all standardized lighting conditions. The
complexity of analytical approach, developed for
choosing the electrical equipment of lighting system,
requires that the initial stage of any project to make the
orientation on all types of luminaires, which correspond
to the considered application, as destination,
environmental aspects and hanging heights range,
following the analytical "filters" to decide on the type
of electrical equipment, the most appropriate
application.
Computer aided design programs dedicated to
indoor lighting installations (Calculux, Relux, Ulysses),
generally made by companies producing the electrical
lighting equipment, invites the designers to choose the
types of luminaires, with the equipment recomanded in
its own database. Even the programs (Dialux)

commanded by an association of European concerns
start from the same point, having only the advantage
that present a more developed database. In this
situation, any lighting systems designer, regardless of
his professional experience, will be content to find
some acceptable technical solutions, from which will
choose a solution that satisfies the priority criteria,
considering it as the optimal solution.
By consequence, it was considered useful and
necessary to carry out a program to facilitate the
identification a minimum number of solutions that
satisfy some of the lighting conditions, fulfilling the
goals of the offer analysis phase for determining the
possible technical solutions.

2. THE ORGANIGRAM OF DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
The correct approach to an indoor lighting project,
by using the available computer programs and
compliance with the conditions that the proposed
solution satisfying the completely lighting, and
economically to represent the optimum desired by the
customer, requiring the following phases according to
the diagram shown in Figure 1.
The initial phase of the application defines, requires
a detailed description of there, identify the appropriate
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values for photometric sizes and restrictions
explanation on the placement on vertical or in plane of
luminaires.
The offer analysis is the generic name for the second
phase, which selects the types of the luminaires after
the recommended destination by the manufacturer and
types the lamps after the fitting set of luminaires and
color rendering index Ra (or color temperature).
The electrical equipment predetermination can be
based on the analytical methods which take into
account a few lighting characteristics to fulfill by the
lighting installation: illumination uniformity by
fulfilling the luminaires plane placement conditions;
minimum average illumination; limitation of glare
phenomenon by considering the maximum suspension
height. In the paper uses the utilization factor method,
in original form, matrix.
The predetermination phase of electrical equipment,
intended to be solved using a program developed in
Visual FoxPro 9.0, where it created a database that
contains a several tables: destinations, lluminaires witch
related lamps, the reflection coefficients for some
materials, etc.
The IV-th and V-th phases are solved out with the
computer assistance, supposing that it has a program
that can cover the calculation requirements for the both
aspects.

o .The possible technical solutions (STP), selected
after following the predetermination phase of the
electrical equipment;
o The acceptable technical solutions (STA) is the
result to pass through the STP solutions verification
phase on the computer, of which are selected only those
which fulfill the lighting conditions;
o The economical solution (SE), in fact the
optimum economic of the STA.

3. DEFINING THE PHOTOMETRIC
APPLICATION AND ENTERING DATA INTO
THE PROGRAM
The room for the lighting installation is redesigned
is the Electrical Installations Laboratory from the
Electrical Engineering Faculty, with the following
features:
• destination: the classroom;
• dimensions: L1 = 8,95m, L2 = 6,70 m, H = 4,24 m;
• the appearance of walls, the presence of furniture,
doors and the windows are necessary to determine the
average reflection coefficient of walls for any
considerable hanging height, of luminaires above the
working plan;
• height of working plan: hu = 0,8 m;
• the room is with reduced release of dust, the
maintenance factor, kMt=0,8;
In view of destination and type of activities in the
room, it is expected the design of general lighting
systems that satisfy the following conditions:
• minimum average illumination, Emed = 300 lx;
• illumination uniformity to satisfy the average
uniformity factor
U0 =

E min
≥ 0,7
E med

(1)

and uniformity factor min/max,
U mM =
Fig. 1. The program structure and location of the design
methodology for economical efficiency of indoor lighting
installations.

The solutions pyramid proposed in [2]
accompanying the phases presented in the diagram,
which including the following solutions levels:
o The solutions in offer (SO), representing the part
of the offer which corresponding the application and
also the solutions base of the pyramid;

E min
> 0,5
E Max

(2)

• color temperature of lamps, corresponding the
average illumination levels to be within the range
Tc∈[2800,4200] K, or if known the color rendering
index Ra of lamps, it will be within the field
Ra∈[60,90].
The application that takes as example is part of the
educational institutions, and the table content in the
database is called instituții_de_învățământ.dbf and is
shown in Figure 2, with the following columns:
Destinations that include several types of rooms that is
part of educational institutions; Em – ilumination in lux
required by standard; Ra – colour rendering index which
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should have the lamp; Tc – color temperature of the
lamp; UGR – the overall evaluation glare index; hu –
height of working plan. The values used in all database
tables are taken from NP 061 02, [7].

reflection coefficients corresponding to each material.
In Figure 4 is shown the reflection coefficients table for
painting.

Fig. 4. Suggestions for the reflection coefficients, the table for
painting.
Fig.2. The table structure instituţii_de_învăţământ.dbf.

The program developed in Visual FoxPro 9.0, which
is the main form, shown in Figure 3, introduce the
particulars room defined above. Choose the Destination
room, which in our case is part of the educational
institutions, Type of room is classroom, after that enter
the room dimensions, desired step for incrementing the
range of values of hanging height (eg. 0.2 m).

4. Offer analysis and determination of
possible technical solutions
A first analysis of the offer luminaires from database
is made according to the destination chosen, our case
the educational institutions and color rendering index
Ra,which must be more than 80.
After selecting the luminaires which correspond in
terms of application selected, proceed to calculate the
hanging height h.
For luminaires with luminance Lc< 5000 nt is
determined the conditions for the minimum hanging
height hmin as:
L1
+ hom − hu
(3)
6
L
(4)
hmin 2 = 2 + hom − hu
4
and the minimum height, hmin = max( hmin 1 , hmin 2 ) . where
hmin 1 =

Fig. 3. Program main form.

After entering the room dimensions, are chosen the
reflection coefficients for the ceiling, walls and floor.
To choose the correct coefficients press the button
Suggestions, opening the another form, shown in Figure
4, where can choose the material that interests us:
painting, building materials, metal surfaces or textiles
and paper;
Each button has one table that contains an series of
materials which are part of chosencategory and the

hom – the average human height, up to eye level, hu – the
height of working plan.
The maximum hanging height resulting from the
condition of the minimum length of the pendulum hcmin,
representing the distance between the ceiling and the
optical center of the luminaire when this would be
mounted directly on the ceiling:
hMax = H − hu − hc min
(5)
and H is the height of the room.
For the study case, is given the value of hanging
height h ∈ [2,5 ; 3,4] m , which can be incremented with
the desired step ∆h, (eg. 0.2 m) obtaining the variants
number Nsh that multiply the solutions on offer, due to
changes the hanging height above the working plane:
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N sh =

hMax − hmin
+1
∆h

(6)

In our case Nsh=5.83, that is 5 solutions for each
luminaire.
After determining the range of values for the
hanging height, first is calculated the room index for
each set of values of the hanging height:
i=

L1 L2
h( L1 + L2 )

(7)

The luminaires plane placement is solved based on
the relative distance between two luminaires d*, [3] of
which the recommended maximum values should be
concordantly with the illumination uniformity
conditions. It considers only relations on the linear
sources placement, which are the types selected in the
offer. So, for the number N1 of the luminaires number
on a row is used the double inequality:
L1
L
+ (1 − 2k p1 ) ≤ N1 < 1 − 2k p1
h ⋅ d1*M
Lc

(8)

where d1*M=0.7 is the maximum value recommended
for the relative distance on the luminaires within the
same row [3], Lc – the luminaire length equipped with

the linear source, kp1∈(0,25...0,5) the coefficient taking
into account the luminaires distance from the wall and
the utility given of the wall space.
The number of rows, denoted by N2 is limited
inferior, according to the relation:
N2 ≥

L2
+ (1 − 2k p 2 )
h ⋅ d 2*M

(9)

where d2*M=0.6 is the maximum value recommended
for the relative distance between two side by side rows,
kp2 – the coefficient similar to kp1, but corresponding the
distances from the wall as L2 dimension.
From an economical perspective, is better to start the
calculations with the minimum number of luminaires:
N c min = N1min ⋅ N 2 min
(10)
following that the number of luminaires incrementing
be done step by step, until the exhaustion of all possible
technical solutions, limited to the minimum flux lamps
for each type of luminaire.
In Figure 5 are presented the results obtained after
pass through offer analysis.

Fig.5. The results obtained after offer analysis.
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Fig. 5. (continued).

There has also obtaining a number of 320 variants of
luminaires, which are multiplied due to the choice of
variants hanging height, h.
Becomes
STP
those
lighting
systems,
characterization by the combination of luminaire-lamp,
hanging height and number of luminaires, that fulfill the
double inequality written in condensed form, matrix:
E med ⋅ A −1
u
k Mt ⋅ N c

[ ]

( 2)

≤ [Φ lc ] ( 2) <

E medM ⋅ A −1
u
k Mt ⋅ N c

[ ]

( 2)

(11)

where A=L1L2 is the room area, EmedM - the upper limit
of average illumination, set according to the following
value Emed of the illuminations scale, kMt – the total
maintenance factor, by the lighting installation,
Nc=N1⋅N2 – the number of luminaires, u – the utilization
factor, Φlc – the luminaire lamps flux and index (2)
shows that bidimensional matrix are treated.
Knowing the room index, reflection coefficients for
the ceiling and walls, choose the utilization coefficient
for luminaires with fluorescent lamps in the table
shown in Figure 6.
Where ceiling (tavan) – contains the ceiling
reflection index; wall (perete) – contains the wall
reflection index; index – is the room index which is
calculated based on the room dimensions; coef_utiliz –
the utilization coefficient (utilization factor)

Fig. 6. The utilization coefficients for luminaires with
fluorescent lamps.

In Figure 7 are presented some STP were found after
pass through the predeterminations phases, reducing the
number of luminaires which were selected in offer
solutions from 320 to 101.
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Fig. 7. Possible technical solutions identified in the predeterminations phase

5. IDENTIFICATION OF ACCEPTABLE
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS USING THE
PROGRAME DIALUX
To check the STP, obtained in predeterminations
phases is used Light Dialux 4.9, where are introduced
the application data characteristic: room dimensions;
reflection factors of ceiling 70%, walls 50% and floor
30%; the maintenance factor 0.8; the working plan
height, 0.8 m; the wall distance 0.3 m. Check one
luminaires selected by the predeterminations phase of
program: Finess TCS 198 producer Philips equipped
with TL-D lamps 2x18W, respectively 1x 36W. The
mounting type, choose User Defined to insert hanging
heights
obtained
for
our
application:
h ∈ [2,5 ; 2,7; 2,9; 3,1; 3,3] m and average illumination of
300 lx. The results are written in the following tables.
The possible technical solutions obtained for
luminaire Finess TCS 198, 2x18W TL-D indicate a
number of luminaires at a row, N1 of 5 luminaires and a
rows number, N2 is 4.
In Table 1, it observe that the illumination
uniformity in almost all 5 cases of hanging high values,
it obtain for a number of 20 luminaires (N1=5, N2=4). It
also observes that uniformity begin to grow with
increasing the hanging height of the same arrangement
of luminaires.

Table 1
Acceptable technical solutions for the luminaire type Finess
TCS 198, 2x18W TL-D
Finess TCS 198, 1x36W TL-D L1
h,
[m]

2,5

2,7

2,9

3,1

3,3

N1

N2

Nc

Emin/Emed

Emin/Emax

4
5
6
5
6
4
5
6
5
6
4
5
6
5
6
5
6
6
7
5
6
6
7

4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3

16
20
24
15
18
16
20
24
15
18
16
20
24
15
18
20
24
18
21
20
24
18
21

0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67

0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,56
0,55
0,55
0,56
0,56
0,56

Emed
[lx]
318
395
473
299
358
309
385
461
291
349
302
376
450
284
340
366
439
331
386
357
428
323
376

Emin
[lx]
209
260
311
197
235
204
254
304
192
230
200
249
298
188
226
244
292
222
259
240
288
218
253

For luminaire Finess TCS 198, which is equipped
with TL-D lamp 1x36W, the possible technical
solutions obtained is recommended number of
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luminaires on a row N1 to be 5 luminaires and number
of rowss, N2 be 4.
Acceptable technical solutions obtained for this
luminaire are listed in Table 2. Notice the fact that the
number of rows, the number recommended of
luminaires on a row of in this case is often too biger, the
acceptable uniformity is obtained for a small number of
luminaires (Eg. N1=5, N2=3).
And in that case it observe a uniformity growing
once with hanging high growing, for the same
arrangement of luminaires.
Table 2
Acceptable technical solutions for the luminaire type Finess
TCS 198, 2x18W TL-D
Finess TCS 198, 1x36W TL-D L1

h, [m]

2,5

2,7

2,9

3,1

3,3

N1

N2

Nc

Emin/Emed

Emin/Emax

4
5
6
4
4
5
6
5
4
5
6
5
4
5
6
5
4
5
6
5
4

3
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
4

12
15
18
16
12
15
18
20
16
15
18
20
16
15
18
20
16
15
18
20
16

0,65
0,65
0,66
0,65
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,66
0,67
0,67
0,66
0,66
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,67
0,68
0,68
0,67
0,67

0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,55
0,56
0,56
0,55
0,55
0,56
0,56
0,56
0,56

Emed
[lx]
302
375
450
399
294
366
438
484
389
357
427
472
379
348
417
461
370
339
406
360
360

Emin
[lx]
196
245
296
261
193
242
291
319
256
237
285
313
252
234
280
308
247
229
275
243
243

6. CONCLUSIONS
 Predetermination phase of electrical equipment,
solved in the paper in an original form,matrix, of the
utilization factor method is rather then laborious, which
may discouragesome designers. Therefore it is
considered necessary CAD, making a computer
program, which wasincluded the relative database to the
luminaires, lamps and visual tasks, reflection
coefficients, etc.
 Possible technical solutions found with the
program realized in Visual FoxPro 9.0,completes a
missing part of the existing programs on the market,
easing the designer work.

 For the first design “filter”, it proposes an
electrical equipment predetermination, a step which
includes: the luminaires choice according to the room
destination and its environment; the accurate color
rendering by including in SO only those luminaires of
which lamps respect color rendering index or color
temperature; the minimum average illumination; the
illumination uniformity by fulfilling the luminaires
plane placement conditions and the limitation of glare
phenomenon by considering the maximum hanging
height.
 Determine the number of luminaires on a row N1,
the number of rows N2, accomplish the rules of the
location in plan of luminaires provides to designer a
starting point, in using dedicated CAD programs for
indoor lighting installations.
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